In situ leaching was a very important technical approach in ion-adsorption rare earth mining, because it can effectively avoid the geological hazards, protect the environment, and reduce the mining costs. The critical issue of this mining technique was to increase the permeability of ion-adsorption rare earth deposits. Due to the close relationship between the permeability and the porosity, in this paper, several experiments were conducted to find the dynamic characteristics of the granite deposit and the relationship between the dynamic characteristics and the porosity. Moreover, the SHPB test system was equipped to conduct the dynamic test, and the ultrasonic wave detector with high precision was employed to obtain the damage factor of granites. The test results showed that the failure mode under dynamic load and static load was close, and they both had splitting failure. Besides, when cyclic dynamic loading velocity was between 5.8 m/s and 8.4 m/s, the specimen was not a failure, but it caused the damage and changed the porosity. And the dynamic thresholds of failure stress and damage stress were found. Finally, a linear relationship between the porosity and the damage factor was found, which would help to analyze and predict the change of porosity under different dynamic loading velocities.

1. Introduction

The rare earth elements (REE) are valuable mineral resources, being widely used in advanced electronics, lighting, power generation, and military application. The rare earth elements were first discovered at the end of the 18th century in Sweden [1, 2]. Until now, China’s rare earth reserves are 18 million tonnes, accounting for 23% of global reserves, which dominated all aspects of supply chains of rare earth minerals in the international markets [3–5]. Chinese and rest-of-world mine production of rare earths is shown in Figure 1.

In 1970, ion-adsorption rare earth deposits were first discovered in Ganzhou, China. These deposits were formed by chemical weathering decomposition and dissolution of granites, which contained relatively high abundance of rare earth elements [7]. Ion-adsorption rare earth reserves only accounted for 2.9% of the total rare earth reserves in China, and they were sparsely distributed throughout seven adjacent provinces of southern China, which were rarely found anywhere else in the world [8, 9]. Recently, in situ leach mining was wildly used in ion-adsorption rare earth mining, because of lower cost and more environmental protection. Extraction of rare earths from ore deposits was
accomplished with aqueous electrolyte solution (ammonium sulfate ((NH₄)₂SO₄)). The ion exchange reaction between kaolinite and (NH₄)₂SO₄ can be chemically represented as [10]

\[
2( \text{kaolin})^{3-} \text{RE}^{3+} + 3(\text{NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4 \rightarrow 2(\text{kaolin})^{3-}(\text{NH}_4)_3 + (\text{RE}^{3+})_2(\text{SO}_4^{2-})_3
\]

Many scholars had made some contributions to in situ leach mining technology. Larson summarized the information of in situ leach mining in the United States [11]. Mudd tested the technique of in situ leach mining in Australia, and he conducted the research on the issues related to chemistry and the environment [12]. Taylor et al. argued that the process of ISL (in situ leach) had considerably less environmental impact than other conventional mining techniques [13]. Parker and Jupe indicated that the technique of energy recovery from HDR (Hot Dry Rock) should be applied to leaching mining investigations [14]. Al-Harahsheh and Kingman summarized the methods of leaching mining assisted by microwaves, in which the microwave technology had great potential to improve the extraction efficiency [15]. Xunzhong and Maonan made an introduction to the technical process of in situ leaching of ion-absorbed rare earth minerals, and they proved that this type of in situ leaching had many advantages [16]. Based on the principle of pollution control, Zhu et al. proposed six pollution control measures to serve as reference for mine design, pollution management, and research work [17]. Li et al. reviewed the development of techniques on the protection of resource and environment during the exploitation process and proposed an environmental engineering model for ion-absorbed rare earth mining [18]. In the cyclic impact times, with the increase of repeated action times of impact loads, Zhu et al. indicated that the deformation modulus and yield stress of granite decreased and yield strain increased [19]. Under cyclic impaction, Jin et al. established an evolution model of damage accumulation of rocks, which was like the S-shaped growth curve [20]. Yan et al. found the relationship between dynamic load properties and porosity based on the dynamic load test of weakly weathered granites, which could help to improve the permeability of granites [21, 22]. Therefore, the permeability of granite deposits was a critical issue affecting the mining cost and environmental protection.

It is of great significance to study the dynamic mechanical properties of granites in ion-adsorption rare earth deposits. Finding the relationship between the variation of porosity and dynamic loads should be the key point to improve the permeability of granites in ore deposits. Besides, establishing the connection between the quantified damage level and the porosity greatly made sense for leaching mining and environmental protection. However, the current research results lacked the research on the above issues, especially for ion-adsorption rare earth ores under the condition of in situ leaching mining. In this paper, the split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) test system was equipped to conduct the dynamic uniaxial loading test. And the longitudinal wave velocity of rock samples can be recorded by the ultrasonic wave detector, helping to reduce the dispersion of rock samples and to quantify the damage degree of granites under dynamic loading. The test results offered an opportunity to analyze the
dynamic behavior and porosity properties of granites under SHPB test, which would effectively improve the permeability of granites in ion-adsorption rare earth deposits.

2. Experimental Work

2.1. Granite Specimen Preparation. This experiment used granites in northern areas of Sichuan province, China. The geology stratum was composed of the Bikou Group and the overlying Sinian and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, and there were more Indochina granites in the Bikou Group. The granite was off-white medium-fine-grained feldspar granite, which was grayish-white, with medium-fine-to-fine granite structure and massive. The main mineral components were (1) quartz, other-shaped granular, content about 22.9%; (2) plagioclase, self-shaped columnar, content 53.9%; (3) potash feldspar, irregular plate shape, content 17.6%; and (3) dark-colored minerals, mainly biotite, semi-self-flaky, polychromatic, content 5.6%, with hornblende being rare. (4) The secondary minerals are mainly sphene and apatite, followed by zircon, sphene, and magnetite. The XRD diffraction spectrum of granite is shown in Figure 2.

According to Standard for test methods of engineering rock mass, 2013 (GB/T 50266–2013), the double-sided grinding machine was used for fine processing to ensure that the parallelism error was less than 0.05 mm, and the error of the height and diameter of the specimen was not more than 0.3 mm. There were two sizes of specimens in this experiment. One size was made for uniaxial loading test, with the diameter of 50 mm and the height of 100 mm, and the other was for dynamic loading test, with the diameter of 50 mm and the height of 50 mm.

2.2. Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) Test System. A conventional SHPB test system was employed to conduct high strain-rate compression tests on rock specimens. The SHPB system consisted of an air gun, a striker bar, a barrel, an incident bar, a transmitted bar, a stopper, two strain gauges, a strain amplifier, and a computer, which is shown in Figure 3. In this paper, bars of SHPB used in this experiment were 40Cr alloy steel. The density was 7.81 g/cm³, the elastic wave velocity was 5410 m/s, and the diameter of the bars was 50 mm. The lengths of the incident bar and the transmitted bar were 2 m and 1.5 m, respectively. The system can achieve the dynamic loading from 0 to 500 MPa. The oscilloscope (DL850) was produced by Yokogawa Electric Co., Ltd. to monitor the strain changes of bars, which is shown in Figure 4.

In the equations below [23, 24], the following symbols were used in this paper: (1) incident wave \( I \), (2) transmitted wave \( T \), (3) reflected wave \( R \), (4) rock specimen \( s \), (5) density of bars \( \rho \), (6) elastic modulus of bars \( E \), (7) velocity of waves in bars \( c \), (8) cross-sectional area of bars \( A_s \), (9) cross-sectional area of specimens \( A_e \), and (10) length of specimens \( l_0 \). If the specimen deformed uniformly, the strain rate \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) was calculated as follows (Figure 5):

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = \frac{d\varepsilon}{dt} = \frac{v_s(t) - v_I(t)}{l_0}.
\] (2)

The velocity at interface 1 \( v_I(1) \) and interface 2 \( v_I(2) \) can be written as follows:

\[
v_I(1) = c(\varepsilon_1(t) - \varepsilon_R(t)), \quad v_I(2) = c\varepsilon_T(t).
\] (3)

By substituting these interface velocities into Equation (2),

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = \frac{c[\varepsilon_1(t) - \varepsilon_R(t) - \varepsilon_T(t)]}{l_0}.
\] (4)

Stresses at the ends of the specimen were

\[
\sigma_1(t) = \frac{EA}{A_s}[\varepsilon_1(t) + \varepsilon_R(t)],
\] (5)

\[
\sigma_2(t) = \frac{EA}{A_s}\varepsilon_T(t).
\]

If the specimen was in dynamic stress equilibrium,

\[
\varepsilon_1(t) + \varepsilon_R(t) = \varepsilon_T(t).
\] (6)

Then, the stress, strain rate, and strain were given by

\[
\sigma_s(t) = \frac{\sigma_1(t) + \sigma_2(t)}{2} = \frac{EA}{A_s}[\varepsilon_1(t) + \varepsilon_R(t)],
\]

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}_s(t) = \frac{-2c}{l_0}\varepsilon_R(t),
\] (7)

\[
\varepsilon_s(t) = \frac{-2c}{l_0}\int \varepsilon_R(t)dt.
\]

2.3. Ultrasonic Wave Detector. The detector named V-Meter MK IV was produced by the NDT Company. In this paper, the longitudinal P-wave was used as a measurement method. The P-wave velocity was calculated using the transmission travel time of an acoustic pulse along the axial direction of
the samples [25]. The experimental setup includes a waveform
generator; two piezoelectric transducers, with a resonant
frequency of 540 kHz; and a numerical oscilloscope board
connected to a computer. A constant pressure by hand was
applied to ensure tight contact between the rock specimen
and the transducers. And Vaseline was used as the coupling
agent. Checks were performed to ensure the sensitivity of the
P-wave velocity measurement. Usually, two piezoelectric
transducers were directly contacted for the error test, and the
error was from 0 to 0.1 μs. In addition, the damage factor
can be calculated as follows:

\[ D = 1 - \left( \frac{v_1}{v_2} \right)^2, \]  

where \( v_1 \) is the ultrasonic wave velocity after rock damage and \( v_2 \) is the ultrasonic wave velocity before rock damage. The
ultrasonic wave detector is shown in Figure 6.
2.4. Porosity Test Method and Device. The porosity of granites was measured by the saturation weighing method. The specific steps of this measurement method are as follows: (1) dry the specimen for 24 h at 105°C; (2) place the specimen in water for 24 h; and (4) weigh the saturated specimen. In order to minimize the error of weighing after the specimen was saturated, the electronic scale was calibrated with a standard weight of 500 g before each weighing. Finally, porosity test devices are shown in Figure 7.

2.5. Experimental Process

(1) Firstly, the main mineral components were analyzed, and the XRD diffraction spectrum of the granite was obtained. Secondly, some specimens with a diameter of 50 mm and a height of 100 mm were used for the conventional uniaxial static tests. Some basic mechanical properties were obtained after this process.

(2) Based on the SHPB test system, extensive dynamic uniaxial compression tests on natural granites were conducted to find the dynamic characteristics of granites under different impact velocities. And granite specimens had a diameter of 50 mm and a height of 50 mm. Then, multiple cyclic dynamic loading tests were conducted to find the threshold which causes the initial damage of granites under the impact of equal velocity.

(3) Cyclic dynamic loading tests for granites were conducted. At the same time, P-wave velocities of granites were obtained by using an ultrasonic wave detector. Meanwhile, the porosity of granites was obtained by weighing saturated specimens. Before weighing, specimens need to be vacuumed and saturated for 4 h and were then soaked in water for 24 h.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Static Mechanical Properties of Granites. The static compression loading test was conducted on natural specimens of granites. And the MTS 815.03 test system was used to conduct the uniaxial compression test. The mechanical properties of granites are shown in Table 1. Moreover, axial and lateral stress-strain curves of granites and the failure type of granites are shown in Figure 8.

Based on the test results, the failure mode of granites was splitting failure, which is shown in Figure 8(b), because under the axial pressure, tensile stress was generated in the lateral direction. Then, the lateral tensile stress eventually exceeded the tensile limit of granites and caused failure. The main fracture was initiated near the center of specimens and spread along the vertical diameter. While the fracture ran through the entire height of the specimen, a secondary fracture emerged near the loading plate and formed some new microfractures.

In order to find out the cracking stress (σ′c) and the damaging stress (σ′d), the lateral strain reversal (LSR) method was used [26–28]. And the methodology can be summarized as follows, and the test results are shown in Figure 9.

(1) Determine the onset of unstable crack growth where total volumetric strain reversal occurs, which can find damaging stress (σ′d) (Figure 9(a)).

(2) Determine the linear lateral strain reference line (Figure 9(b)).

(3) Find the change (ΔLSR) between the lateral line and the linear reference line in the lateral strain curve (Figure 9(b)).

(4) Plot the axial stress versus change in the lateral strain (ΔLSR) (Figure 9(c)).

(5) Determine the maximum change in the lateral strain difference and the associated axial stress, which can find the cracking stress (σ′c) (Figure 9(c)).

3.2. Dynamic Mechanical Properties of Granites. Using the SHPB test system, there were two purposes which needed to be achieved. The first was to obtain the dynamic mechanical properties of granites under different loading velocities. The second was to find the threshold which caused the initial damage of granites. During the test, the compressive strain, associated with the transmitted wave, was recorded by strain gauges on the transmitted bar. These three elastic stress pulses in the incident and transmitted bars are recorded with the strain gauges and denoted as the incident strain εI(t), reflected strain εR(t), and transmitted strain εT(t), as shown in Figure 10. The relationship between stresses and strains is shown in Figure 11. And dynamic mechanical properties of granites are illustrated in Table 2.

Many dynamic loading tests were conducted to analyze the dynamic mechanical properties of granites, and the results were as follows:

(1) In this paper, the test data with loading velocity between 9 m/s and 13 m/s were selected for processing and analysis. Under the same loading velocity, the waveform diagram corresponded to the stress-strain curve one by one. At the same time, within
the range of loading velocities, the samples were destroyed under one dynamic load. It can be found from Figure 10 that the greater the loading velocity, the larger the amplitudes of the incident wave, the reflected wave, and the transmitted wave (2).

It can be seen from Figure 11 that the magnitude of dynamic strength and strain rate depended on the magnitude of the loading velocity. The greater the loading velocity, the larger the dynamic strength, the elastic modulus, and the strain rate were getting. At the same time, when the loading velocity increased, the higher the energy was released, and the number of granite fragments increased. From the perspective of the granite’s failure form, the fracture surface of the granite was mostly parallel to the loading direction, the specimen mainly underwent the splitting failure, and there were multiple splitting cracks that penetrated the rock.

Based on a large number of test results, when the loading velocity was between 8 m/s and 9 m/s, the rock needed to be repeatedly loaded at the same rate once or twice before failure. In addition, when the loading velocity was between 7 m/s and 8 m/s, the granite specimens needed to undergo 2 to 4 dynamic loading tests before failure. Moreover, when the loading velocity was between 6 m/s and 7 m/s, the granite needed to be subjected to 4 to 6 times of loading tests before failure. However, when the loading velocity was lower than 5.8 m/s, after more than 30 cycles of loading test, the specimens cannot be damaged or even destroyed. The cyclic dynamic loading test results are shown in Table 3.

Based on the above analysis, there was indeed a stress threshold for granite failure at the lowest dynamic loading velocity. Obviously, the lowest velocity was 9.0 m/s, and the stress threshold for failure was 60.49 MPa. However, the threshold for cracking damage under cyclic dynamic loading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Elastic modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Static strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>15.73</td>
<td>89.12</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Mechanical properties of granites.
needs more analysis. Liang et al. indicated that there was no obvious correlation between the ratio of initiation stress and peak strength and strain rate in rock specimens [29]. Based on Liang et al.’s theory, the following equations can be obtained to predict the threshold for damage under dynamic loading:

\[
\frac{\sigma_{ci}}{\sigma_c} = \alpha \frac{\sigma_{ci}}{\sigma_c}, \tag{9}
\]

\[
\frac{\sigma_{cd}}{\sigma_c} = \beta \frac{\sigma_{cd}}{\sigma_c},
\]

where \(\sigma_{ci}, \sigma_{cd},\) and \(\sigma_{ci}\) are the cracking stress, damage stress, and ultimate strength under dynamic loading, respectively, and \(\sigma_{ci}, \sigma_{cd},\) and \(\sigma_c\) are the cracking stress, damage stress, and ultimate strength under static loading, respectively. \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are related coefficients.

Due to the uncertainty of the dynamic ultimate strength under different strain rates, this article assumed that the dynamic ultimate strength was equal to the static ultimate strength \(\sigma_{ci} = \sigma_c\). Thus, the dynamic cracking stress \(\sigma_{ci}^{d}\) was 39.62 MPa, and the dynamic damage stress \(\sigma_{cd}^{d}\) was 55 MPa. Based on Table 3, when the dynamic ultimate strength of the specimen was close to the dynamic damage stress, the sample needed to be impacted more times to failure. Therefore, under constant-cyclic dynamic loading, the lowest velocity was 5.8 m/s, and the stress threshold for failure was 55.1 MPa, which was very close to the damage stress under static loading.

3.3. Analysis of Granite Porosity and Damage Degree under Cyclic Loading. As mentioned in the previous section, when the loading velocity was greater than 9 m/s, the granite would fail by one time of the loading test. When the loading velocity was less than 5.8 m/s, no obvious damage and destruction had occurred in the sample after more than 30 times of the loading test. Therefore, this paper mainly worked on the damage characteristics and porosity changes of granites under the loading velocities from 5.8 m/s to 8.4 m/s. The following figure shows the change of wave velocities of granites under cyclic dynamic loading.

In Figure 12, at a loading rate of 8.4 m/s, the ultrasonic wave velocity of D7 decreased faster, and the increment of the damage factor was also higher. And a significant longitudinal penetrating fissure appeared on the surface of the sample. This showed that the damage level of the sample was very serious, and it was close to the critical condition of failure. At a loading velocity of 7.2 m/s, the ultrasonic wave velocity of D10 gradually decreased, and the magnitude of the decrease gradually increased. At a loading velocity of 5.8 m/s, the wave velocity of D40 reduced slowly, which reduced fast in the last three impacts. Generally speaking, the greater the loading velocity, the greater the damage of the sample would be. But when the loading velocity was below a certain threshold, the sample would not be damaged.

In Figure 13(a), at a loading velocity of 8.4 m/s, the porosity of D7 increased rapidly from 0.94% to 1.41% after the single loading. Under the loading velocity of 5.8 m/s, after 12 cyclic loading tests, the porosity of the sample gradually increased from 0.98% to 1.44%, and the growth rate gradually increased with the increase of the number of cycles, which can be seen as an exponential growth.

To describe the relationship between the damage factor and the porosity, Figure 13(b) was made to analyze this phenomenon. Through linear fitting, to some extent, there was a linear relationship between the damage factor and the porosity. That is to say, under the loading velocity from 5.8 m/s to 8.4 m/s, the change of porosity can be predicted by the damage factor. Because of the development of a microfissure in rock specimens, the porosity had increased gradually. And the damage factor was a quantitative indicator that can well reflect the development of the microfissure in
Figure 9: Example of the methodology used to establish the cracking stress ($\sigma_{ci}$) using the lateral strain response (LSR).
Figure 10: Some examples of incident, reflected, and transmitted strain signals under different loading velocities.

Figure 11: (a) Stress and strain change of granites under dynamic loading and (b) the failure types of granites with the impact velocity of 13 m/s, 12 m/s, 11 m/s, 10 m/s, and 9 m/s, respectively.
Therefore, in engineering practice, the porosity of rocks can be measured indirectly by the ultrasonic wave detector.

### 4. Conclusion

This paper presented the dynamic mechanical properties of granites based on the SHPB test system and the ultrasonic wave detector. The uniaxial dynamic mechanical properties with different loading velocities and the relationship between the dynamic mechanical properties and the porosity were analyzed as follows:

1. Based on many tests, the failure mode of granites under static uniaxial compression load was very similar to its failure mode under dynamic uniaxial compression load. The fracture surface of the granite was mostly parallel to the loading direction, and the specimen mainly underwent the splitting failure. Moreover, according to test results, when the dynamic loading velocity was higher than 9 m/s,
granite specimens failed under one impact load. And when the dynamic loading velocities were from 5.8 m/s to 8.4 m/s, granites had varying degrees of damage instead of failure.

(2) Based on the test results, the minimum dynamic loading velocity causing granite failure was 9 m/s, in which the dynamic strength was 60.49 MPa. Moreover, under the cyclic dynamic loading, the minimum dynamic loading velocity causing granite failure was 5.8 m/s, in which the dynamic strength was 55.5 MPa. Based on Liang et al.’s theory, under the cyclic dynamic loading, when the dynamic strength was close to the static damage stress, granites needed to undergo more cyclic loads before failure occurred. When the dynamic strength of granites was very close to the static damage stress, it was almost impossible to cause any damage or failure for granites after 30 dynamic loads. Therefore, according to test results, static damage stress can be used to predict the dynamic threshold of initial damage under cyclic dynamic loading.

(3) The changes of the porosity depended on the loading velocity and the number of dynamic loading. At the loading velocity of 8.4 m/s, the porosity grew fast, but the granite specimen was prone to failure; therefore, it was hard to control the change of the porosity under this velocity. At the loading velocity of 5.8 m/s, the porosity grew slowly. And it may take more time to control the porosity. Therefore, when the loading velocity was between 5.8 m/s and 8.4 m/s, it can

**Figure 13:** (a) Relationship between dynamic loading times and the porosity under different loading velocities and (b) relationship between the damage factor and the porosity.
effectively control the porosity of granites. Moreover, this paper found the linear relationship between the change of the porosity and the damage factor, which would help to quantify and control the porosity changes in engineering practice.
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